PROFESSIONAL DISHWASHERS
WITH FRESH WATER SYSTEM
THE HIGHEST LEVELS OF HYGIENE WITH OUR
INNOVATIVE FRESH WATER SYSTEM
The new Smeg SWT264 range, the ideal dishwashing solution for use where
speed, efficiency and hygiene are essential. Suitable for acute care sites such as
care homes, childcare centres, hospital wards and kitchens where THE HIGHEST
LEVELS OF DISINFECTION ARE REQUIRED.
Guaranteed results, high productivity, low running costs, reduced energy
consumption and the ability to use powder or liquid detergents

GUARANTEED DISINFECTION
WITHOUT COMPROMISE
7 quick programs (8-55mins) offer great
versatility and thanks to their unique design
and manufacturing innovations, such as their
two dedicated thermal disinfection cycles,
the new Smeg professional dishwashers
guarantee the highest levels of washing
performance with speed, safety
and low running costs

LARGE LOAD CAPACITY
With over 40 years of dishwasher design and
manufacturing experience Smeg are able
to create an efficient double basket wash
system, that maximises the machine’s load
capacity. The KSRL260 kit also allows the
use of standard 500x500mm professional
dishwasher baskets instead of the standard
lower basket

PROGRAMS AND FUNCTIONS
All models in the SWT264 range are equipped with programs and special functions which increase
their versatility, guaranteeing maximum levels of hygiene and low operating costs

93°C THERMAL DISINFECTION

DRYING cycle

The programs with a 93°C rinse cycle allow A0 levels of
up to 12,000 to be reached, which cannot be obtained
with traditional professional tank dishwashers

Some models in the SWT264 range are equipped
with an integrated forced drying system. This system
provides perfectly dry dishes at the end of the program

85°C RINSE CYCLE

DOOR LOCK

SWT264 series models, as well as the 93°C thermal
disinfection programs, also offer quicker programs
with a 85°C rinse cycle

The door lock prevents the door from being opened
while the thermal disinfection program is running, to
prevent accidental interruptions and contamination

SHORT cycles

REPEAT cycle

The SWT264 allows wash programs to be performed
in just 8 minutes with two fully loaded baskets,
guaranteeing the best wash results

The REPEAT function allows the clean water from
the last rinse to be used for the wash portion of the
following program, decreasing water consumption, and
reducing the program times
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